Magnons are of great interest as data carriers in future low-energy computing devices. The main challenge is the realization of an integrated magnonic circuit. Such a circuit requires the development of a universal reconfigurable unit for performing different logic operations. Moreover, a condition for the cascading of multiple units, while all the information is kept within the magnonic domain, is a nonlinear functionality of the unit. Here, we report on the experimental realization of a nanoscale magnonic directional coupler which fulfills all these criteria. Data is coded into the spin wave amplitude and is guided towards one of its two outputs depending on the signal frequency, magnitude, and on the magnetic field. By controlling these degrees of freedom, the multi-functionality and reconfigurability of the device is achieved. The operation of the directional coupler as a multiplexer, fan-out, AND, and XOR logic gates, as well as a half-adder, is demonstrated.
The field of magnonics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] proposes a promising approach for more-than-Moore computing, in which magnons, the quanta of spin waves, carry the information instead of electrons [6] [7] [8] [9] . The phase of a spin wave provides an additional degree of freedom to use efficient computing concepts resulting in a valuable decrease in the footprint of logic units [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Additional advantages of magnonics are the scalability of magnonic structures down to the nanometer regime [10] [11] [12] and the possibility to operate with spin waves of nanometer wavelength [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The further miniaturization will, consequently, result in an increase in the frequency of spin waves used in the devices from the currently employed GHz range up to the THz range [18] [19] [20] [21] . Additional important features, which are provided by spin waves, are the low-loss information transfer [22] [23] [24] [25] and abundant nonlinear spin wave phenomena [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Just recently a set of magnon-based data processing units was successfully demonstrated: Spin wave logic gates [31, 32] , majority gates [3, 7, 33] , magnon transistors and valves [28, 34] , spin wave multiplexers [35, 36] , a magnonic half-adder [30] , and unconventional and neuromorphic computing elements [37] [38] [39] [40] .
The next major challenge in magnon-based computing is the transition from a single logic unit to an integrated circuit. As an alternative to approaches relying on the conversion between electric signals and magnons [1, [6] [7] [8] , an all-magnon approach [28] allows for logic operations purely in the magnonic domain.
The initial step in the development of an integrated magnonic circuit was taken recently by numerical simulations, and an integrated magnonic half-adder was predicted [30] . The essential part of the half-adder is a directional coupler, which was first investigated by Sadovnikov et al. [41] at the macroscale and, further, numerically by Wang et al. at the nanoscale [42] . The directional coupler is of exceptional importance since it simultaneously serves as a magnonic conduit and splitter replacing 3D bridges in circuits [42] and providing the nonlinear switching functionality needed for logic functions [30] . In the following, we demonstrate the realization of such a nanoscale directional coupler and investigate its functionality using space-resolved micro-focused Brillouin Light Scattering (µBLS) spectroscopy.
Frequency-dependent guiding of the spin wave signal
Figure 1a presents a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of the nanoscale directional coupler fabricated from an 85 nm thick Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) film grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a Gadolinium Gallium Garnet (GGG) substrate [23] (see Methods). The two spin wave waveguides, each of 350 nm width, are physically separated by a gap of 320 nm. In order to transfer spin waves out of the directional coupler into an "isolated" conduit, the gap between the waveguides gradually increases by two 12-degree bent waveguides until it reaches a constant gap of 1.32 µm. Such a large gap ensures the decoupling of the waveguides and allows for the independent transfer of the spin wave signal from both outputs to a consequent magnonic device. A 200 nm thick U-shaped gold antenna consisting of two 500 nm wide strips with 1 µm edge-to-edge separation is placed on top of one YIG waveguide to excite spin waves. The U-shape allows for a better confinement of the microwave fields due to the counter-propagating currents in the adjacent metallic strips, reducing spurious excitation far away from the antenna. The distance to the second waveguide is 2 µm which is, thus, sufficient to avoid any sizable direct spin wave excitation in it.
An external magnetic field Bext = 56 mT is applied along the YIG conduits (x-axis) to saturate the directional coupler in a backward volume waves geometry [9] and a radio-frequency (RF) current with power PRF = 0 dBm is applied to the antenna in order to excite spin waves. To detect the spin wave intensity in the nanoscale directional coupler, space-resolved µBLS spectroscopy is used [43] (see Methods). As a first step, we investigate five points along each output waveguide as marked by blue and red crosses in Fig. 1a . Figure 1c shows the spin wave intensities for the two output waveguides averaged over these points as a function of the excitation frequency. As it can be seen, the two spectra show quite different features:
In the first waveguide, the maximum spin wave intensity was observed at 3.58 GHz. In contrast, the maximum intensity in the second waveguide was found around 3.465 GHz and only very weak spin wave intensities are detected above 3.575 GHz.
To understand the nature of this frequency separation, the dispersion relations of the first two spin wave width modes for coupled waveguides are shown in Fig. 1b . The color coding represents the results of micromagnetic simulations, whereas the dashed lines are calculated using the analytical theory [12, 42] (see Methods). The dispersion curve of the first width mode splits into antisymmetric (as) and symmetric (s) modes due to the dipolar interaction between the waveguides. This results in an oscillation of the spin wave energy between the coupled waveguides [41, 42] . Thus, once the spin wave energy is injected into only one of the waveguides, it will be transferred completely to the other one after the propagation of a certain distance which is called coupling length L. The coupling length L is defined by the wave numbers of the spin wave modes kas and ks: and depends strongly on the spin wave frequency and other parameters [42] . Since the length of the coupled waveguides is fixed, the ratio of this length to the coupling length L defines into which of the two output waveguides of the directional coupler the spin wave will be guided [42] . Figure 1d shows the frequency dependence of the normalized output spin wave intensities for both output waveguides. Experimental data are well fitted by the analytical model, presented in Methods.
Compared to the standard theory [42] , which accounts for the coupling of the straight part of waveguides, the presented model is improved by taking into account an additional "diagonal" coupling present prior to the geometrical start of the second waveguide as well as the coupling between the bent waveguides (see Fig. 1a ). These additional couplings are of importance because of the relatively large minimal gap between the waveguides leading to a relatively weak "main" coupling in the straight region. The first mechanism of the additional coupling, which is described by a phenomenological fitting parameter in Methods, strongly depends on the spin wave wavelength and is pronounced only for the long waves having frequencies above 3.50 GHz. For shorter waves rigorous theory works well despite the fact that any rough edges and the nonrectangular shape of the cross-section of the fabricated waveguides [12] are not taken into account. This is an indication of the high robustness of the proposed directional coupler design. The measured maximal transfer of the spin wave energy takes place at a spin wave frequency of around 3.48 GHz and is equal to 93.8% which is only slightly below the theoretical value of 100%. This difference is likely due to imperfections of the fabricated structure (not identical waveguides) and might be decreased by the further improvement of the nanostructuring process or by the optimization of the directional coupler design.
Two-dimensional BLS spectroscopy scans of the spin wave intensity are shown in Fig. 1 (e-g) to directly demonstrate the functionality of the directional coupler. Figure 1e shows the case when spin waves are excited in the first waveguide at a frequency of f1 = 3.465 GHz and most of the energy is transferred to
the second waveguide. Thus, this planar two-dimensional directional coupler can be used to efficiently connect two magnonic conduits without the need for complex and costly three-dimensional bridges which are used in modern electronic circuits [42] . Figure 1g shows an entirely different spin wave path in the directional coupler. The increase in the spin wave frequency up to f3 = 3.58 GHz results in a decrease of the coupling length L by roughly a factor of two. As a result, the spin wave transfers all its energy from the first waveguide to the second one and back. Thus, 86% of the total spin wave energy is guided back into the first output waveguide of the directional coupler. This demonstrates the potential use of the directional coupler as a frequency division demultiplexer: If different frequencies are applied to the same input of the directional coupler, they will be transferred to the different outputs of the device. Finally, Fig. 1f demonstrates that the directional coupler can also be used as a 50/50 power splitter in which half of the spin wave energy is transferred to the second waveguide and half of it remains in the first one.
It should be emphasized that such an efficient guiding of spin waves in the bent waveguides and the excellent operational characteristics of the directional coupler are only possible due to the nanoscopic sizes of the YIG waveguides. The decrease in the dimensions from the micro-to the nanoscale results, first of all, in a single-mode operational regime since the higher thickness and width modes have considerably higher frequencies (see Fig. 1c ). Thus, the elastic scattering of spin waves into these modes, having different coupling strength [41, 44] , is prohibited. Moreover, the nanoscaling solves the problem of anisotropic spin wave dispersions [9] since in a self-biased nanoscopic waveguides a spin wave always propagates along the magnetization orientation.
Field-dependent guiding of the spin wave signal
One of the most significant advantages of spin wave directional couplers is their (re-)configurability via the magnetic field or magnetization orientation that allows to change the functionality while conserving the frequency of the signal [42] . To demonstrate this feature, Fig. 2a shows the output spin wave intensity for a frequency of f1 = 3.465 GHz as a function of the applied external magnetic field at the output waveguides 1 and 2. Figure 2b presents the experimental and theoretical field dependencies of the normalized spin wave intensity at the outputs. It can be seen from both figures that the variation of the applied field can tune the distribution of the spin wave energy between the output waveguides. This is due to the fact that the coupling length L is strongly dependent on the spin wave wavelength which is defined by the applied field at constant spin wave frequency. For the field Bext = 56 mT, the spin wave energy is transferred to the second output waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2c . When the external field is decreased to 53.2 mT, the coupling length decreases due to a downward shift of the spin wave dispersion curve and the directional coupler works as a 50/50 power splitter (see Fig. 2d ). Such a splitter can also be used as a fanout logic gate if parametric pumping or spin transfer torque (STT) amplifier [6] will be installed at the outputs of the device to compensate the split in energy. A further decrease of the external field to 51.3 mT results in a further decrease of the coupling length and most of the spin wave energy is transferred back to the first waveguide as it is shown in Fig. 2e . Thus, the directional coupler can act as a signal multiplexer since its output configuration can be switched from one output to another within a small field range of only ΔBext = 4.7 mT. In future circuits, an electric current applied to a metallic strip could be used to create a local Oersted field and to realize a switching of the directional coupler output via electric current control [45] . As an energy-efficient alternative, a magnetic field from switchable nanosized magnets [46] could be used to realize a non-volatile reconfigurability of the directional coupler.
Nonlinear functionality of the magnonic directional coupler
As already mentioned, a large benefit of spin waves is their pronounced natural nonlinearity that allows for an all-magnon control of one magnonic unit by another. In our studies, the phenomenon of nonlinear shift of the dispersion relation [27, 30] is used in contrast to the multi-magnon scattering exploited in the realization of a magnon transistor [28] . In the relatively weak nonlinear regime, where the dipolar coupling between the waveguides is larger than nonlinear frequency shift of spin waves, the nonlinear operation of directional coupler can be described simply by taken into account nonlinear frequency shift of symmetric and antisymmetric collective modes, the same for both and equal to the nonlinear frequency shift of waves in isolated waveguides [30, 47] 
where are the dispersion relations of symmetric and antisymmetric modes of the coupled waveguides in the linear region, is the canonical spin wave amplitude and is the nonlinear shift coefficient. For the backward volume geometry, the nonlinear shift coefficient is negative [27, 30, 47] and, thus, the spin wave dispersion curves shift down with an increase in the spin wave amplitude defined by the applied RF power. The calculated spin wave dispersions are shown in Fig. 3a for low and high applied microwave powers (see Methods). As can be seen in the figure, for a fixed spin wave frequency of 3.52 GHz, the coupling length L decreases from p/Dkx lin to p/Dkx nonlin with an increase in input power, resulting in changed device characteristics.
To study the nonlinear switching functionality of the presented directional coupler, the constant external magnetic field Bext = 56 mT and the RF frequency f = 3.52 GHz were applied, while the microwave power PRF was varied in the range from 0 dBm to 11 dBm. Figure 3b shows the normalized spin wave intensity at the output waveguides 1 and 2 as a function of the microwave power. The result clearly shows that the respective output spin wave intensity strongly depends on the input microwave power due to the nonlinear effects. Figure 3c shows that for a relatively low input power PRF = 2 dBm, the output spin wave energy is transferred to the second waveguide. This regime can be considered as a linear one. For the increased input power of P2 = 6 dBm, the spin wave dispersion shift implies that at this power, half of the output spin wave energy is transferred back to the first waveguide and the directional coupler, thus, works as a 50/50 splitter. A further increase of the input power up to 10 dBm results in a further dispersion shift, an decrease of the coupling length L and in a transfer of the spin wave energy back to the first waveguide as it can be seen in Fig. 3e . As it can be seen in Fig. 3b , the developed theoretical model (see Methods) fits the experimental data well for the applied powers below 10 dBm. For the higher powers, higher-order nonlinear effects should be taken into account additionally [48] .
Nonlinear directional coupler for half-adder functionality
In the final part, we would like to discuss the application of the reported nanoscale magnonic directional coupler for the realization of a half-adder which is a primary component of any arithmetic logic system. Figure 4a shows a general schematic layout of the half-adder in electronics which combines XOR and AND logic gates using a three-dimensional bridge consisting of 14 transistors (assuming 8 transistors for XOR and 6 for AND gates). It adds two single binary digital Inputs "A" and "B" and has two Outputs Carry ("C") and Sum ("S"). The truth table of a half-adder is shown in Fig. 4b . The magnonic half-adder was proposed numerically in Ref. [30] . In this study, the inputs of the half-adder were mixed together using one directional coupler operating in a linear regime and were applied to a second directional coupler with stronger coupling coefficient to perform the nonlinear switch operation. To demonstrate that the reported here directional coupler can work be a central component of a half-adder, the first spin wave coupler was replaced by a microwave directional coupler and two microwave signals "A" and "B" were mixed together instead of two magnon signals, where the phase of Input "B" is shifted by p/2 with respect to the phase of Input "A". One of the output ports of the microwave directional coupler is then connected directly to the U-shaped antenna to excite spin waves in the magnonic directional coupler as it is shown in Fig. 4c .
Let us first consider the case of logic Inputs "A"="0" and "B"="0" when no microwave power is sent to magnonic directional coupler and only thermal magnons are detected at the output waveguides. The normalized BLS counts, which are proportional to the measured spin wave intensity, are shown in the "Output" columns of the table in Fig. 4d . In the following, any spin wave intensity below a threshold value of 0.5 is considered to be logic "0" and above this value to be logic "1". Thus, logic Inputs "A"="0" and "B"="0" correspond to the logic Outputs "S"="0" and "C"="0". The application of 5 dBm microwave power to the Input "A" corresponds to the case "A"="1" and "B"="0". In this case, the input power is split by the microwave directional coupler into two equal parts of 2 dBm power each. One of them is used to excite spin waves and most of the spin wave energy is transferred to the second spin wave waveguide as was shown in Fig. 3c realizing the case of logic Outputs "S"="1" and "C"="0". If a signal of 5 dBm power is applied to Input "B", the situation is practically identical as it can be seen in the table. However, the situation is different, if the input powers applied to "A" and "B" are both 5 dBm ("A"="1" and "B"="1").
Half-adder truth
The phase shift of output "B" results in the guiding of both microwave signals to the first output of the microwave directional coupler and, consequently, in a microwave power of 8 dBm applied to the magnon directional coupler. It can be seen from Fig. 3a that most of the spin wave energy is transferred back to the first waveguide and the case "S"="0" and "C"="1" is realized. Thus, the whole truth table of a half-adder is fulfilled. The signal to noise ratio of the device can be increased by further optimization of the parameters of the magnonic directional coupler.
The above logic elements are cascadable and can therefore be used to design any logic circuit in combination with spin wave amplifiers. For example, as it was discussed in Ref. [30] , the spin wave signal from the Output "C" (AND logic gate) of a magnonic half-adder can be directly sent to the input of a next logic unit while the signal from the Output "S" (XOR logic gate) has first to be amplified four times. The proposed fan-out logic gate also requires amplification to compensate for the splitting of the energy. Energy efficient approaches to realize such amplifiers are parametric pumping [2, 9, 40, 47] and STT-based techniques [6, 9, 22] , which together with directional couplers thus form a set of universal building blocks for magnonic logic.
In summary, a fully functional nanoscale spin wave directional coupler was fabricated and studied experimentally using µBLS spectroscopy. The results were supported by numerical simulations and the developed analytical theory. It is shown that the spin wave energy can be guided to different outputs depending on the applied microwave frequency or controlled by a small variation of an applied magnetic field of about 5 mT. Thus, it is proven that the directional coupler is a universal reconfigurable multifunctional device which can be used to process analogue and digital information as microwave filter, power splitter for fan-out logic gates, frequency division or signal multiplexer and as a planar interconnecting element for magnonic conduits. Furthermore, the nonlinear functionality of the directional coupler to switch the output by changing the spin wave amplitude was demonstrated. Particularly, this ability opens a path for the realization of all-magnon integrated circuits in which data will be processed purely within the magnonic domain without the use of electric currents. As an example, it was shown that the reported 
Methods
Liquid phase epitaxial film growth and sample fabrication. An 85 nm thick Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) film have been grown on 1 inch (111) 500 µm thick Gadolinium Gallium Garnet (GGG) substrate by liquid phase epitaxy from PbO-B2O3 based hightemperature solutions at 860°C using the isothermal dipping method (see e.g. Ref. [49] ). Nominally pure Y3Fe5O12 films with smooth surfaces were obtained on horizontally rotated substrates applying rotation rates of 100 rpm. The saturation magnetization of YIG film is 1.42×10 5 A/m and its Gilbert damping a = 2.07×10 -4 as was extracted from the ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy [50] .
The directional coupler was fabricated by using electron beam lithography, Ar + ion beam etching and electron beam evaporation. First a double layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was spin coated on the YIG film and the directional coupler structures were created afterwards by using electron beam lithography. To get well shaped waveguides, Titanium and Chromium were deposited by electron beam evaporation as a bilayer hard mask which defines the shape of the directional coupler structures.
These were then etched out of the whole film by Ar + ion beam etching. Finally, the U-shaped antenna was defined by using electron beam lithography and lift-off process. It consists of 200 nm thick gold and 20 nm thick titanium (for adhesion).
The fabrication was done in collaboration with the Nano Structuring Center of the Technische Universität Kaiserslautern.
A Raith e_Line-System was used for the electron beam lithography, a Pfeiffer Classic 500 L system for the electron beam evaporation and a Roth&Rau IonSys 500 system for the Ar+ ion beam etching.
BLS spectroscopy. Micro-focused Brillouin Light Scattering (µBLS) spectroscopy is a technique for the measurements of spin wave intensities with frequency, space, phase, and time resolution [43] . It is based on inelastic light scattering of the incident laser beam by magnons in a magnetic material. In our measurements, a laser beam of 491 nm wavelength and of a power of 1.8 mW is focused on the directional coupler with an effective spot diameter of 350 nm using a ×100 microscope objective with a large numerical aperture (NA=0.75). The scattered light was collected and guided into a tandem Fabray-Perot interferometer TFP-1 (JRS Scientific Instruments) for further analysis. To perform the two-dimensional scans, the sample was moved with respect to the laser spot in steps of a few hundred nanometer in each direction using a piezoelectric stage.
Calculation of the directional coupler characteristics. The theory of the directional coupler has been described in our previous paper [42] . However, in Ref. [42] we accounted only for the straight part of the coupler where the distance between waveguides is minimal and constant. For the device reported in this article, this approach is not sufficient, since the gap between coupled waveguides is quite large (320 nm). In such a case, the region of the bent waveguides could also significantly contribute to the coupler characteristics, since the gap in this region is not much larger than the minimal gap over a considerable distance. To take this bent region into account, we calculated the splitting of the symmetric and antisymmetric spin wave modes as a function of the gap, . Then, the coordinate dependence of spin wave power in the waveguides is given by (2) Furthermore, an additional coupling, which is especially pronounced for large spin wave wavelengths, must be taken into account due the large wavelength studied in this work: The part of the first waveguide located before the second one geometrically starts also contributes to the coupling "diagonally". Indeed, the dynamic magnetization of a large spin wave wavelength varies slowly and, thus, the mentioned part of the first waveguide creates a non-negligible dipolar field at the beginning of the second one.
In contrast, for short wavelength spin waves, these additional contributions vanish, because contributions from neighboring halfwavelength parts almost cancel each other. In this work, we account for it by the introduction of an "additional effective length" of the coupler which, by itself, depends on the spin wave wavelength. Since the strength of the dipolar fields decays with the distance approximately proportional to , the effective length is expected to depend on spin wave wavenumber as .
Here, the second power in spin wave wavenumber comes from the integration and the constant C2 reflects the fact that the effective length cannot increase infinitely for an infinitely large spin wave wavelength. By fitting the experimental
we found C1 = 25 μm -1 and C2 = 2 μm -1 . Using this expression for the effective additional length, both, frequency and field dependencies of the power transmission rates are well described (see Fig. 1d and Fig. 2b ).
The variation of the power transmission rate in the coupler with increasing spin wave power is mainly attributed to the nonlinear frequency shift of the symmetric and antisymmetric spin wave modes in coupled waveguides, as shown in Fig. 3b . The shift of the dispersion results in a change of spin wave wavenumbers at given frequency and, consequently, in a change of the coupling between the waveguides. Knowing the frequency dependence of the power transmission rates in the linear regime, the nonlinear characteristics can be calculated simply as , where a is the spin wave amplitude and T is the nonlinear frequency shift ( in our case [47] ). Since experimental data measured for 0 dBm excitation power also corresponds to a weakly nonlinear regime, for the description of power dependence we use the relation , where -dependence for 0 dBm (measured and fitted by calculations above) and -spin wave amplitude at 0 dBm excitation power. The relation of the spin wave amplitude with the excitation power was obtained by measuring the BLS intensity in the first waveguide before the coupler and fitting one adjusting parameter (ratio of BLS counts to the square of spin wave amplitude). We get the following relation , where p is the excitation power in dBm. The appearance of an almost linear dependence of the spin wave power on p, instead of an exponential one, which could be expected, is mediated by the strong variation of the spin wave group velocity with spin wave wavenumber, and, consequently, with the excitation power at given frequency. The described simple model fits the experimental data well for the applied powers below 10 dBm (see Fig. 3a ). For the higher powers, higher-order nonlinear effects should be taken into account additionally [48] .
Micromagnetic simulation. The micromagnetic simulations were performed by the GPU-accelerated simulation program
Mumax3 to calculate the space-and time-dependent magnetization dynamics in the investigated structures using a finite-difference discretization [51] . The following material parameters are used: The saturation magnetization Ms = 1.33×10 5 A/m is 94% comparing to the value of the plain film due to the Ar + ion beam etching and Gilbert damping is a = 2×10 -4 . A standard exchange constant of YIG A = 3.5 pJ/m was assumed. There were three steps involved in the calculation of the spin wave dispersion curve
[52]: (i) The external field was applied along the waveguide, and the magnetization was relaxed to a stationary state (ground state).
(ii) A sinc field pulse by=b0sinc(2pfct), with oscillation field b0 = 1 mT and cutoff frequency fc = 10 GHz, was used to excite a wide range of spin waves. (iii) The spin wave dispersion relations were obtained by performing the two-dimensional fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the time-and space-dependent data. 
